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Senate Committee on Finance and Planning 
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Room 307 Coffman Union 
 

 
Present: (FCC)  Victor Bloomfield (chair), Kent Bales, Virginia Gray, Russell Hobbie, Laura 

Coffin Koch, Leonard Kuhi, Fred Morrison, Harvey Peterson 
 
Present: (SCFP)  Fred Morrison (chair), Jean Bauer, Catherine French, Gerald Klement, Leonard 

Kuhi, Richard Pfutzenreuter, Charles Speaks, Susan Carlson Weinberg, J. Peter 
Zetterberg 

 
Guests: Executive Vice President Robert Bruininks; Senior Vice President Frank Cerra 
 
[In these minutes:  analysis of risk in colleges] 
 
 
 Professor Morrison called the meeting to order at 2:00 and recalled that it had been stimulated by 
issues in the School of Public Health related to the reduction in O&M funding, substitution of other funds, 
and the perceived problem of having tenured faculty lines on what appear to be “soft” funds.  He turned to 
Dr. Bruininks for opening comments. 
 
 Dr. Bruininks said that when Incentives for Managed Growth (IMG) was  implemented on July 1, 
1997, there were a lot of other things also going on, including the transition to a new administration.  It is 
his view, and that of Dr. Cerra, that the important concepts and principles should have been put in place 
as well, and there are a lot of questions about how to manage and move forward in this environment.  All 
agree on the concepts, but the important questions need definition.  There needs to be better education on 
IMG to help colleges and departments manage resources, and there needs to be an oversight mechanism 
for IMG.  EVERY system creates perverse incentives, he said; the previous budgeting system did, as does 
IMG.  The challenge is to identify how to manage them. 
 
 Dr. Bruininks noted that the administration will allocate about $75 million of new funds next 
year, in recurring and non-recurring funds; of the recurring funds, 75% will be for compensation.  In 
addition to the central distribution of  $75 million, about $13 million will go directly to the units in tuition 
and ICR funds, under IMG.  If one ONLY looks at tuition and ICR growth, rather than the total budget, 
one cannot manage well.  It is essential to look at the total budget. 
 
 Risk analysis is not straightforward:  if one were to have bet on the best/most reliable source of 
income 15 years ago, the bet would not have been on state funds.  The School of Public Health would not 
have picked the state subsidy – or it would be much smaller and less productive than it is.  Risk analysis 
cannot focus only on state funds; it must consider all funds, historical continuity, and the forces that will 
affect those revenues, Dr. Bruininks concluded. 

                                                           
* These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota 

Senate or Twin Cities Campus Assembly; none of the comments, conclusions, or actions reported in these minutes 
represent the views of, nor are they binding on, the Senate or Assembly, the Administration, or the Board of 
Regents. 
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 Dr. Cerra then explained that the School of Public Health was a learning experience, and it was 
the start of a process to examine the financial needs of each school in the Academic Health Center, given 
its mission and objectives.  The process has taken an all-fund approach and asks a number of questions.  
The process is also relying on data about costs and revenues that have been assembled in ways not 
previously possible; it is the beginning of an effort to bring program needs and revenues together.  The 
process has been catalyzed by IMG, Dr. Cerra said. 
 
 Much has been made of, and heard about, the revenue swaps in the School of Public Health.  
From his perspective, Dr. Cerra said, all money is green and it is all fungible – tuition, ICR, state funds.  
That has been resolved.  However, the direct and indirect costs paid by a grant do not equal the cost of a 
grant; grants are a deficit operation, especially with the new rules in place.   
 
A number of questions arose from the process.   
 

 How does a school get to the point where 75% of its funding comes from grant money?  Why?  
Should it?   

 How does that compare with a unit where 75% of the funding comes from the state? 
 What implications are there for tenured positions?  Who bears the risk?  Ultimately, it is the 

institution; if the fixed obligations are a problem, they revert to drawing on University resources, and 
if the unit must be pared down, it is support costs that are cut. 

 Should there be formulas or guidelines on how faculty salaries are constructed?  What should be done 
with schools that are leveraged on revenue streams that carry different levels of risk?  (For example, 
40% of Medical School salaries come from clinical revenues.)  

 
There are multiple ways to do an analysis of risk; as with the evaluations that brokers use, there 

are several factors and ratios that can be examined to obtain insight into the financial structure of a 
school.  Such analysis can and has led to surprising findings.  Dr. Cerra concluded that even if the ONLY 
outcome of this meeting were a better understanding of how colleges are financed, that would be a good 
result. 
 
 Dr. Bruininks then pointed out that with IMG (and with previous budgeting systems as well), 
colleges need budget reserves.  Building reserves has not been done much at the University, nor 
encouraged much.  He emphasized that the analysis must be of all revenues, that units must be looked at 
not only from a budgetary point of view but also an academic productivity point of view, and in some 
areas, the University has over-budgeted to fixed costs.  There must be a decision about the reasonable size 
of a faculty in a unit, given academic expectations, productivity, enrollment, and so on.  This is part of the 
compact process.  But, he said, fixed formulas on risk need to be avoided. 
 
 Dr. Zetterberg offered a number of comments.  He pointed out that IMG uses two measures to 
allocate funds directly to the units:  ICR and tuition revenues the units generate.  All tuition revenue and 
51% of ICR funds are given to the units --  and given as tuition and ICR.  They need not be given that 
way; all the money given to the units could be O&M money, and all the ICR and tuition money given to 
central units.  The federal government does not care how ICR funds are used. It does not recognize this 
fund type.  At most other universities this revenue is simply pooled with O&M funds.  The federal 
government's only interest is in making sure that the University incurs the expenses it claims in 
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negotiating its ICR rate and that indirect expenses are not charged as direct expenses to sponsored grants 
and contracts.  The notion prior to this year  that ICR funds are to be used to support research activities 
(e.g., to support research facilities and for departmental expenses incurred in managing sponsored 
research grants), and not to be used for instruction, is the UNIVERSITY'S decision, not that of the state or 
federal government.   
 

The risk in IMG for a college is that tuition and ICR revenue can fluctuate each year.  The risk, if 
there is a risk, is because of the measures used in the IMG funding formula (i.e., tuition and ICR revenue), 
not because of the revenue sources used to fund the allocation. 
 
 Dr. Cerra commented that the allocation of ICR funds is predicated on a unit obtaining a certain 
level of direct costs;  the unit is at risk if it loses the grants that generate the direct costs.  Dr. Zetterberg 
agreed, but said that the risk has nothing to do with the fact that they are ICR funds. 
 
 Dr. Cerra also observed that people are nervous because of the University’s “exceptional” status 
with NIH, and thus under the microscope, and the changes in the A21 guidelines.  All of this meant that 
funding for units needed clarification.  He also pointed out that the way the University receives ICR funds 
is to do the work on the grant and then bill the government, in accord with the formula the institution has 
negotiated. 
 
 Professor Morrison commented that the units in the AHC are at a disadvantage with respect to the 
ICR rate.  The rate negotiated is institution-wide, composed of variable rates across the University.  An 
educated guess would be that the AHC units have ICR costs much higher than much of the rest of the 
University, but the AHC still receives the same 51% as other units, even though its indirect costs may be 
more like 60% or 70%.  As a result, some departments make out very well while others lose money on 
research.  Grants in the AHC need to be subsidized, not in the whole University, and this constitutes a 
cost-shifting across the institution.  That is why, Dr. Cerra concurred, that the School of Public Health 
sees an ICR dollar as a discounted dollar. 
 
 Professor Speaks said that if a faculty member in CLA or CBS joins a faculty member in an AHC 
college in research, the ICR funds must be budgeted somewhere – and the money all goes to the AHC.  
Dr. Cerra and Dr. Bruininks both said that need not be so.  Dr. Cerra said that means University forms 
have not been followed; he has just become aware of this problem, and agreed that it should be fixed. 
 
 Professor Gardner maintained that if the University’s indirect costs did not equal the rate, 
something was wrong with the rate negotiation; this should be a break-even proposition.  Dr. Cerra 
agreed. 
 
 Professor Gardner also said that most faculty and departments do not understand that money is 
green and that the government does not care how ICR funds are spent.  He also contended that the risks 
with different revenue streams are different:  the state can cut funding, and there has to be central 
planning to accommodate the cuts, while an individual faculty member may not receive or reapply for a 
major grant, thus resulting in a significant loss of ICR funds.  This loss is not planned for at the central 
level, and is felt very strongly at the unit level, rather than being buffered by a very large central pool. 
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 Dr. Zetterberg then related that budget allocations to colleges could be done in two ways:  one, at 
the complete discretion of the central administrators, with no rule book (the way it was done by  previous 
administrations – which is not to say that the decisions were unwise), or two, completely (or partially) by 
formula or algorithm.  IMG provides for partial allocation by formula, using tuition and ICR generation 
as measures, and partly by discretion (the state subsidy).  That was a deliberate choice, because everyone 
would be uncomfortable with a process whereby ALL funds were allocated by formula.  The colleges are 
so different that any formula would place some units at an advantage and some at a disadvantage.  
 
 Dr. Zetterberg distributed to the Committees a chart outlining what he described as the three 
faculty cultures at the University:  they vary largely with their source of funding (NIH, NSF, Department 
of Agriculture), and within them, faculty have different appointments, different staff are hired, faculty 
have different workloads, faculty size is determined by different factors, and so on.   This is a product of a 
long history of the way the federal government funded research universities and the state’s funding of the 
University.  Without understanding those different cultures, one cannot understand risk.  It is for this 
reason that one cannot establish one set of rules for all faculty on the Twin Cities campus.  (There is a 
fourth category, Professor Gray suggested:  those areas where there is essentially no external funding 
available.  Dr. Zetterberg agreed, and pointed out that tuition dollars are used to pay for research in these 
areas). 
 
 The “three cultures” concept is key, Professor Bloomfield said; it illuminates the situation and 
shows why faculty are so nervous.  It also demonstrates why the idea of a position-control committee was 
considered by FCC.  All faculty are part of the institution, both through the legal tenure obligation and 
through overlapping intellectual activities.  When there are different opportunities for resources and staff, 
but when the institution is responsible for the whole, faculty become concerned, because they have seen 
examples in the past occasions when the institution had to “bail out” a unit (e.g.,. the Medical School).  
That is why a faculty oversight committee for intellectual development is needed, to consider questions 
such as “what units should grow?”  A voice at the table makes sense; the faculty do not have any more of 
a crystal ball than the administrators, but they do have insights that can be shared. 
 
 With respect to the proposition that all money is green, Professor Bloomfield said, that is 
legitimate as long as there is a reasonable mix of revenues.  The uneasiness among the Public Health 
faculty arose from taking the proposition to the limit:  moving from 50% grant funding to 75% to 100% 
would mean the faculty would be obligated for 100% of their time to research, and ICR funds would not 
cover the costs of other activities.  It is the limiting case that is the worrisome one. 
 
 Dr. Cerra said he had spoken with the Public Health faculty at some length about this.  If Public 
Health moves to being funded 75% by grants, and thus requiring proportional effort, and then needs state 
funds to maintain its teaching responsibilities, the school has moved to become a research institute 
without accounting for its instructional responsibilities.  This raises the question about the directions that 
units take.  Public Health has transferred the risk to the rest of the AHC -- without asking.  The compact 
process is a start at asking questions, but there is need for an oversight mechanism, he agreed. 
 
 Professor Bloomfield suggested the University is a loose community, somewhat like the Mall of 
America, linked by utilities and parking.  Everyone is an entrepreneur.  Beyond a certain point, this 
looseness becomes destructive of the community, and the University is close to that point. 
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 Dr. Bruininks said that in his judgment, the conversations about the issues raised at this meeting 
have been more thoughtful than in the preceding 20 or 30 years.  Thinking about how resources align with 
goals has triggered value questions.  He said the University cannot have IMG, for example, without 
deciding that certain programs will be protected.  Many programs must be protected, even though there 
are no entrepreneurial opportunities, because they are a valued part of the core.  Such discussions can be 
held if there are broad framing principles, and a simple set of formulas will not work.  There must be a 
decision on the big principles, he said. 
 
 Professor Bales inquired where state funds are, in a tripartite division of revenues into tuition, 
ICR, and discretionary funds.  For allocation purposes, they are in the discretionary category, Dr. 
Zetterberg said.  Dr. Bruininks noted that most state funds are already in college budgets.  The problem in 
Public Health, Professor Bales said, is that the hard funds were removed.  There is a fear around the 
University that if the distribution of funds is seen as totally at the discretion of the administration, 
academic planning is impossible.   
 
 The old budget system is being described today by critics of IMG as a system guaranteeing that a 
college budget could only be increased and never cut (except perhaps across-the-board), Dr. Zetterberg 
said.  That has NEVER been the case.  There was no guarantee, and no hard dollars.  Dr. Cerra could give 
Public Health all O&M dollars, but they wouldn’t feel any better, as long as their funding is still 
determined in part by the generation of ICR revenue. 
 
 The key issues are, first, what should the size of the faculty be in each college and what 
determines that size?  That requires thought.  A second issue is what is going on with respect to 
alternatives to faculty appointments?  Faculty are being replaced all over, but in different ways (e.g., by 
educational specialists, term faculty, and so on).  The University must come to grips with this question. 
 
 Dr. Bruininks commented that ICR is not a big part of the budget; in the AHC it amounts to $16 
million and in the rest of the University about $10 million.  He chaired the Research Committee in the 
1980s, and the discussions focused on ICR funds then, as they do now.  At the same time, people want to 
keep score of ICR funds; it would be a bigger problem if they were taken out of the picture, because that 
would, for example, have limited the ability of Public Health to grow.  Units have different sets of issues 
to contend with, and the question is whether the fixed long-term obligations are covered, the unit 
investments are responsible, it has the right mix of funding, and if it has appropriate reserves. 
 
 Professor Morrison said he had concerns about two matters.  One is the growing problem of the 
ratio between fixed salaries and the total budget; in some units, it is over 90%, so there is no support 
provided.  The second issue is the risks associated with certain revenue streams and the impact if they 
decline.  At present, the risk is very small that the state funds will decline, but the impact would be very 
great. 
 
 Another question revolves around tuition, he said.  As the University moves from aggregate 
tuition revenues (which it consistently mis-estimated), to allocation of tuition revenues by college, some 
colleges will make bad estimates (which is what led to bad University estimates in the past).  How will 
those bad estimates be addressed? 
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 With respect to grant and ICR funds, Professor Morrison said, he is more worried about grant 
funds than ICR; if the investigator does not obtain the grant, and has a big salary, the University must pay 
it.  Someone else’s grant cannot pay that salary.  And what if, in a unit, several faculty are nearing 
retirement age, and do not obtain grants any longer, how will the funds be replaced?  The University must 
still pay the salaries.  Also a concern is clinical funds:  there are faculty to whom the University is 
obligated, for all or part of their salaries, now paid from clinical funds, who must still be paid if those 
funds decline.  Clinical funds are less secure than state dollars. 
 
 There is program risk as well as financial risk, Professor Morrison agreed.  If Public Health could 
obtain all the grants in the country for public health, it could be a very large school.  Would that make 
sense?  The character of the University would change; this is a values question. 
 
 Dr. Bruininks once again urged that the underlying budget principles to be used in the planning 
process must be articulated.  This has been occurring in the compact process, where colleges are being 
pressed on risk and their obligations.   
 
 Professor Morrison said that one of his concerns is that there once was a 1:1 relationship between 
O&M funds and faculty lines – and if a unit could not persuade Mr. Grygar that the funds were there, they 
could not hire.  Later, stable outside funding came to be relied upon.  There should not be fixed and 
universal formulas, but income streams should be examined, as well as what would happen were there to 
be declines, for example, of 5% and 30%.  Perhaps there needs to be a rule that commitments could not be 
made beyond the 30% limit.  Dr. Cerra agreed that income should be stratified by risk, and that high-risk 
sources should not be used for long-term commitments. 
 
 The question of how much risk to take is not a sufficient question, Professor Speaks maintained.  
The question of who bears the risk must also be addressed.  If five faculty in a college might not obtain 
grants, but that the college has planned for that alternative and can cover it, that creates one level of 
concern.  If the college is in the AHC, and will be covered by the AHC, that creates a different level of 
concern.  The third level of concern is if there will be a draw on all-University resources – and then it 
becomes an all-University issue.  This is the concern of FCC and the Finance and Planning Committee, he 
said:  the extent to which tenure should be granted when there are no hard funds behind the position. 
 
 The question of controlling the risk to which colleges may subject the University arises, Professor 
French said; Dr. Cerra agreed.  It is also not just a matter of risk, Professor French added; perhaps a 
college could grow considerably by generating revenue, but having it do so may not be in the interests of 
the University.  Professor Bloomfield responded that that was exactly the point that FCC has been 
making:  there should be a group of faculty advising on the general intellectual directions the University 
should be taking.  Dr. Cerra commented that this is a community of schools that work together, and that 
what one faculty member does affects schools in different ways.  He agreed that there needed to be a 
process to look at the BALANCE in the community. 
 
 Dr. Bruininks agreed that the balance had to be at the right level, or there would be chaos.  Risks 
are generated by the faculty; it is they who create pressure to hire more faculty.  He agreed that there 
should be faculty oversight to frame broad principles and develop accountability, not to serve as a highly 
regulatory body.  It should not be regulatory, Professor Morrison agreed, but a faculty body could provide 
legitimacy for a policy that says the risk for the rest of the University must be evaluated. 
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 Professor Hobbie noted that the risk is not only in research; the state demographer says that the 
population of high school graduates will be declining.  Dr. Bruininks added that there will also be more 
competition in education, and that there may be as much risk in tuition income as in other sources.  The 
focus cannot be on one source of revenue.  It is also clear, he said, after looking at budgets and 
productivity, that the University has not got everything right.  In some places it is leveraged too much, 
and in others there is a clear subsidy – both of these without having asked questions. 
 
 Professor Bloomfield reflected that much of what has been talked about has to do with the AHC.  
The doctors say they work hard, must generate clinical revenues, must write grants, and they get little 
from the state; they ask why they should care how they relate to the rest of the University.  The rest of the 
University then talks about those arrogant doctors who drag it into ruin.  The tenure battle was about 
being all one University and wanting to work together.  If that is to happen, should there be a move in the 
direction of providing more state funds to the Medical School, so the faculty would be more “bonded” to 
the University? 
 
 Dr. Cerra thought it would be a good idea, and is happening in a couple of ways.  One is through 
the reorganization of the biological sciences; another is in the integration of the Fairview and University 
cultures.  In the latter case, the fundamental question the faculty are asking is “what is the value of an 
academic position?”  One cannot answer that without saying they are a part of the University.  Certain 
faculty will say there is not enough value no matter what happens, and may go into the private sector, 
which is fine.  But such integration more broadly would require a major infusion of funds, which is 
unlikely, or the identification of other pieces that add value to being part of the University.   
 
 Dr. Bruininks promised that he would follow up on the ideas talked about at this meeting.  He 
said he would try to get better information about IMG, would revisit the compact planning process (which 
will probably take 2-3 years to get working as well as possible), and to pursue more discussion of the core 
principles and the need for accountability.  He emphasized that these discussions should take place 
through shared governance and that the administration and faculty would work on the problems together. 
 
 Professor Bloomfield thanked everyone for coming, and adjourned the meeting at 3:30. 
 
        -- Gary Engstrand 
 
University of Minnesota 
  


